Thirty-six novel HLA alleles: 7 HLA-A, 11 HLA-B, 15 HLA-C and 3 HLA-DRB1.
Thirty-six novel human leukocyte antigen (HLA) alleles are described in this article: A*9225N, A*9234, A*030106, A*0337, A*2317, A*2480, A*3023; B*070206, B*0759, B*0761, B*0765, B*150106, B*1827, B*352002, B*3585, B*3943, B*4082, B*5151; Cw*0342, Cw*0343, Cw*0344, Cw*0428, Cw*0430, Cw*0433, Cw*050104, Cw*0519, Cw*060203, Cw*070109, Cw*070202, Cw*0750, Cw*0815, Cw*120306, Cw*1409; DRB1*0336, DRB1*0473 and DRB1*1382.